The special edition newsletter has been
published on the occasion of Myvillages’ tenth
anniversary. (December 2013)

We set out without a rush
If Wapke hadn’t agreed to visit a bullfight
together, there would be no Myvillages’ tenth
anniversary. Kathrin met Wapke in Madrid,
Antje met Kathrin in Mexico City. We all met
in cities, through art and art connections.

Closeness and Distance

We became friends and colleagues because of
the similarities in our work, good village
stories from where we grew up, international
rural gossip and a shared interest in everyday
cultures and their making.
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This all took place in about 1999/2000 when
contemporary art had established and oriented
itself firmly within and towards the urban.
It seemed as if society had agreed that
contemporary culture was urban, that the city
was the place where art and culture moved
forward and where interesting debate happens.
Assumptions are useful when you want to sound
as if you know and to get attention from other
people. The newly formed Myvillagers didn’t
have much respect for these assumptions: that
there is no culture in the rural, that cities
are awful and hectic, that three never make
a good group. That it’s ok to call us village
girls. That a big tractor is a good tractor.
That children are better off in the countryside.
That the village is conservative and the city
progressive.
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We linked up with others with shared interests.
Why not work with the rural and treat the
urban not as a polar and exclusive opposite
but explore each in relation to the other,
accessing new levels of otherness?

All images and photos © Myvillages if not
credited otherwise.
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When we started Myvillages we said there was no
rush. We worked more than expected and the work
was more fruitful than anticipated.

Wir hatten keine Eile
Wenn Wapke nicht einverstanden gewesen wäre,
zusammen zum Stierkampf zu gehen, gäbe es kein
Myvillages-Jubiläum. Kathrin kennt Wapke aus
Madrid, Antje kennt Kathrin aus Mexico City.
Wir haben uns in Städten kennengelernt, durch
die Kunst und Kunstkontexte.

www.myvillages.org
info@myvillages.org

Wir sind Freundinnen und Kolleginnen geworden
– durch Gemeinsamkeiten in unserer Arbeit,
gute Geschichten aus den Dörfern, in denen wir
aufgewachsen sind, internationalen Dorftratsch
und ein geteiltes Interesse an Alltagskulturen
und wie sie entstehen.

Kathrin Böhm, Wapke Feenstra and Antje Schiffers have
an interest in rural places as spaces for and of
cultural production. Against this background, they
founded Myvillages in 2003.1 All three grew up in
small villages, Kathrin Böhm and Antje Schiffers in
Germany and Wapke Feenstra in The Netherlands. Today,
they live in London, Berlin and Rotterdam. On the
webpage of Myvillages the initial idea for the joint
project is described as follows: ‘For years we had
chatted about the farms and villages where we grew
up – because let’s face it: what is more fun? Talking
about the latest visit to a club in London or that your
uncle has slaughtered a pig? The participatory art
practice – which we have in common – embodies amongst
other things a utopian approach to community building.
We agreed that we knew through experience a lot about
small communities and the close, though sometimes
narrow relationship, people have in villages.’2 Reading
this, two worlds seemingly collide: the hip urban and
the down-home rural life, and the latter seems to
provide more excitement. Most probably, there are many
clubs in London, and the ‘Schlachtfest’, a feast of
freshly slaughtered animals, which might appear almost
archaic to many people nowadays, has become the more
distanced, both, spatially and culturally. At least,
it does not correspond to the daily living situation
of the three founders anymore.
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Zwizzchi: six stills from
‘A Geological Animation’
(total 3.5 minutes)

In 2013 soil, fossils and stones
were collected during a walk around
the village, as part of Wapke’s
‘Made in Zwizzchi’ project.

sibben
mei it lûd
fan klokken
yn ’e blakke stilte

It took 600,000,000 years to make
the village of Zvizzchi on the River
Ugra in the Kaluga Area, Russia.

it let neat
dizze jûn
wurdt der
net oars fan
Beart Oosterhaven

Das war alles um 1999/2000, als die zeitgenössische Kunst sich fest und eindeutig
im Urbanen und auf das Urbane fokussiert
eingerichtet hatte. Es schien ein allgemeines
gesellschaftliches
Einverständnis
darüber
zu geben, dass die zeitgenössische Kultur
städtisch ist, dass die Stadt der Ort ist,
an dem Kunst und Kultur sich entwickeln und
bewegen und wo die interessanten Diskurse und
Debatten geführt werden.

This Frisian poem was first
published in A Photographic
Portrait of a Landscape, a book
by Pietsie and Wapke Feenstra,
Jap Sam Books, Heiningen 2012

300,000,000 years ago limestone shaped
up deep below the sea.

Myvillages, gerade neu gegründet, wollte viele
Vorstellungen, Bilder und Vermutungen nicht
teilen. Dass es auf dem Dorf keine Kultur gibt.
Dass Städte grässlich und hektisch sind. Dass
drei niemals eine gute Gruppe ergeben. Dass es
für Kinder besser ist auf dem Land. Dass das
Dorf konservativ ist und die Stadt progressiv.
Wir verbanden uns mit anderen, mit denen wir
Interessen teilten. Warum nicht mit Stadt und
Land arbeiten, nicht als entgegengesetzte und
sich abgrenzende Stereotype, aber mit ihren
jeweiligen
Möglichkeiten
des
Zugangs
zum
Andersartigen?

Social relations nearby and far away merge and
coexist; in many cases far away relationships might
even replace the ones nearby. Motivation and readiness
to join forces are distributed widely to various
individuals, groups and places and are not necessarily
bound to a particular locality anymore.3 Furthermore,
growing differentiation of lifestyles contributes to
individualisation.4 In connection to this, it might
be less surprising that people prefer to spend time
with members of their own peer-group, even if they
live somewhere else, than with neighbours who lead
different lives. Generally speaking, the interest in
joint adventures with, and the attendance to people
who one does not share much with, diminishes. The
‘Schlachtfest’ described by one of the founders of
Myvillages and other feasts that were once constitutional
for village communities have turned into reminiscences
of the past. Additionally, semi-public spaces –
places with a public function such as village shops,
hairdressers and post offices, places where people
can exchange news or opinions – have disappeared at
increasing rate. These ‘institutions’ have become as
unprofitable as all other local economies. Many of the
small farmers, craftsmen and others engaged in small
income-generating activities such as food processing
and petty trade gave up their small-scale businesses,
a development that accelerates an irretrievable loss
of local skills and knowledge.

Around 30,000,000 years later the first
trees sprouted.

Es gab mehr Arbeit als vermutet und sie war
fruchtbarer als gedacht.

We laten ons niet opjagen
Stel dat Wapke destijds niet had toegestemd om
samen een stierengevecht te bezoeken, dan zou
Myvillages nu geen tienjarig jubileum vieren.
Kathrin ontmoette Wapke in Madrid. Antje
ontmoette Kathrin in Mexico-City. We hebben
elkaar ontmoet in grote steden, door middel
van kunst en via de kunstwereld.

A shallow sea washes up the clay to cover
the limestone 40,000,000 years ago.

We
werden
vrienden
en
collega’s,
zagen
overeenkomsten in ons werk en vertelden
kleurrijke verhalen over de kleine boerendorpen
waar we opgroeiden. We deelden een interesse
in het alledaagse en de producten van andere
makers.
Dit alles speelde zich af vlak voor de
eeuwwisseling
toen
hedendaagse
kunst
als
vanzelfsprekend was verbonden met het stedelijke
leven en zich daar ook fier op richtte. Het leek
echt een algemeen maatschappelijk standpunt
dat de hedendaagse kunst van de stad was, dat
daar de kunst en cultuur zich ontwikkelde en
uitsluitend daar het debat plaats vond.

On a clear day a huge glacier carried
Scandinavian, Karelian and Nordic soil
and stones to Zvizzchi. Then, 300,000
years ago this glacier disappeared.

The work of Kathrin Böhm, Wapke Feenstra and Antje
Schiffers responds to this: In various projects,
starting from the villages they grew up, they look
at the contemporary potential of rural areas from
this point of view. They went back to their villages
of origin in order to initiate context related art
projects there. Höfen Goods, a collaborative project
between Höfen’s women, artist Kathrin Böhm and product
designer Angelika Seeschaf, is a series began in 2006
which features local products rooted in stories,
materials and skills particular to this village.
Before this, in 2002, one year before Myvillages was
founded, Wapke Feenstra started a correspondence with
Beart Oosterhaven, a villager and poet whose work was
located in the landscape around Wjelsryp. This exchange
resulted in eight Frisian poems and one year later
in a book.5 Antje Schiffers’s I like being a farmer
and would like to stay one actually began in 2000
when she asked various farmers to make videos about
their lives and working circumstances.6 In return, the
artist did paintings of their farms. On the occasion

Myvillages wil veronderstellingen bekijken
en omtrappen. Om aandacht te vragen blijken
diezelfde
veronderstellingen
juist
goed
bruikbaar. Want naar verluidt is er geen
enkele hedendaagse cultuur in het dorp. Zijn
steden verschrikkelijk en altijd hectisch.
Kun je met drie mensen nooit een groep maken.
Is het leuk om ons als “Village Girls” aan
te spreken. Is de grootste trekker altijd de
beste trekker. Groeien kinderen liever op in
een dorp. Is het platteland conservatief en de
stad progressief.
The second glacier to pass the land is
called the Moscow Glacier, leaving new
layers of soil and stones in 160,000 BC.

In 2003 wisten we niet waar het allemaal op
uit zou draaien. We deelden onze interesses
met anderen en maakten connecties tussen
kunstwereld
en
platteland.
Veronderstelde
tegenpolen. Maar zou het werken tussen rurale
en urbane werelden geen opstap kunnen zijn
naar het bevragen van anders-zijn? Het werk
kwam sneller op ons af dan ooit verwacht en de
oogst was groter dan gedacht.

One could look at this statement as being romantic,
an expression of alienation from their own roots, and
moreover, as desire for being part of a community,
that, although perhaps only in fantasy, might exist
in the faraway. As a matter of fact, village life
and rural living have massively changed, be it in
Germany, The Netherlands or elsewhere. It is part of
a global economy, which itself has had an enormous
impact on rural living, the local economy and social
life. Villagers nowadays do not spend much time at
home; workplace, school, recreational and shopping
facilities are very often spread far apart. This
dispersed spatial structure goes hand in hand with
dispersed social relationships: One is not only part
of his or her village community – if this still exists
at all – but of other communities as well, be it at the
work place, school, sports club or in the chat-room.
This means, that as traditional ties dissolve, bonds
to the home become weaker and connections to other
places and people emerge. A multitude of movements and
identification possibilities places individuals and
communities in new relationships of space and time.

The first citizens turned up around 300
BC. Lots of rain, snow and sun but no
glaciers anymore.

Horse jokes by An Endless Supply, drawings by Peter Hodgson

Antje, Kathrin, Wapke during the launch event of
Myvillages in Heiligendorf, 2003

CHRONOLOGY: Myvillages was founded by the artists Kathrin Böhm (D &
UK), Wapke Feenstra (NL) and Antje Schiffers (D) in 2003. Activities
range from small-scale informal presentations to long term collaborative
research projects, from work in private spaces to public conferences,
from exhibitions to publications and from personal questions to
public debate.
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2013: “Trade Show”, Eastside Projects, Birmingham / “Good News from
Nowhere”, The Architecture Foundation, London / “Neue Ittinger Ware”,
Kunstmuseum Thurgau, Kartause Ittingen, Warth (CH) / “Made in Zvizzchi”, Archstoyanie Festival, Nikola-Lenivetz & at 5th Moscow Biennale
(RUS)

2012: “Longing for Homeland”, 501 Art Space, Chongqing (CHN) / “Eco Nomadic School”, in collaboration with aaa (Paris, F), Agency (Sheffield,
UK) and Fundatia de Dezvoltare Locala (Brezoi,RO) / “Hungry City”,
Kunstraum Kreuzberg, Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin (D) / “Me gusta ser
un agricultor”, Campo Adentro, Güeñes (ES) / “Communitas”, Bildmuseet,
Ulmea (SWE)

2011: “myvillages”, TENT, Rotterdam (NL) / “Vorratskammer” (Pantry),
Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (D) / “Farmer’s Medley”, Festival of
Britain – The Land, Southbank Centre, London / “Als die Wälder auf Reise gingen”, Kunstverein Pforzheim, Pforzheim (D) / “Moving Landscape“,
PIT Borgloon, Z33, Hasselt (BE) / “Mobile Solutions”, Mackintosh Museum,
Glasgow / “Rural Paradises?”, y0-y0 group, Hranice (CZ)

2010: “Das Dorf”, Kunstmuseum Langenthal, Langenthal (CH) / “Moving Landscape”, FLACC (BE) / “Images of Farming”, Städtische Galerie
Nordhorn (D) (Myvillages conference) / “Late at Tate”, International
Village Shop, Tate Britain, London / “Art and Agriculture Wedding”,
Kultivator, Dyrested, Öland, Sweden (SWE)

2009: “Elefanten, Schnucken und andere Gastgeschenke”, Kunstverein
Neuenkirchen, Neuenkirchen(D) / “Former Farmland”, Edith Russ Haus,
Oldenburg (D) / “Boxberg Products”, Über Tage, Boxberg (D) / “Paralello”, Museum of Image and Sound, São Paulo (BRA)

2008: “Village Produce Films”, Agrifashionista, Royal Academy, London
/ “Village Kiosk”, Happening, NAi, Rotterdam (NL) / “Village People”,
Kunstverein Wolfsburg (D) / “The Gatherers”, Yerba Buena Center for
the Arts, San Francisco (USA) / “Former Farmland”, Ars Electronica
Festival, Linz (AU)

of Heiligendorf’s 850th anniversary in May 2003, the
videos and paintings were shown in public, displaying
various (sometimes conflicting) images of rural life.
This event was not only constitutional for Schiffers’
on-going series about farming it also marked the
launch of Myvillages. Rather than attempt to turn back
time, its activities are motivated by a closer look
at the current situation of cultural production than
by any romantic ideas about rural living. Actually,
it is a completely unromantic, unsentimental approach
driven by both past and contemporary experiences of
the founders of Myvillages: Clearly, the local is
inextricably bound to the global, the rural to the
urban, nearness to distance, and vice versa.
Being familiar with rural life but disconnected from
the daily life in the villages, Kathrin Böhm, Wapke
Feenstra and Antje Schiffers are insiders and outsiders
in equal measure. However this distance allows a
different perspective on local skills and knowledge,
communal work and communities, and last but not least,
on the relationship between art and the countryside.7
It also allows the group to establish connections
beyond the actual site, which respond to and also
mirror the dispersed spatial structure and social
relationships that are a significant part of rural
living today. Production in the respective villages
is connected to production in other places. Everybody
involved in the project becomes part of a smaller and
larger community in equal measure, the one on site,
in the village, and the one established by the joint
(web-)space Myvillages.org. Location must be read in
two different ways: as a tangible physical space – and
as a non-tangible virtual space. Basically, Myvillages
has a triple nature: It is the name of an extensive
artistic project, which comprises of temporary and
on-going activities ranging from small to large-scale
presentations, from short to long-term projects, from
exhibitions, publications to lecture performances.
It is a web-platform, which informs, discusses and
archives the single projects and sets them in relation
to one another; and last but not least, it is a
multi-folded cultural space, which connects specific
local sites, villages such as Höfen, Wjelsryp and
Heiligendorf, with cities such as London, Rotterdam
and Berlin,8 and co-producers and projects worldwide
– be it in Zvizzchi (Russia) or in Dyested (on the
island Öland, Sweden), Ittingen (Switzerland) or in
Ekumfi Ekrawfu (Ghana).

The comprehensive network of Myvillages forms the
support organisation for the projects collected under
this name, and in this regards the collaboration
between Kathrin Böhm, Wapke Feenstra and Antje
Schiffers established the first node
– so to speak.
From this, other connections have evolved. Individual,
collective and institutional protagonists are related
to one another on a global scale without leaving local
specifics, individual ideas and needs behind. During a
decade of existence for Myvillages the three founders
have pursued their individual projects, and have been
involved in other collaborations, for instance Kathrin
Böhm was a member of the architectural collective
‘Public Works’ till 2011, and Antje Schiffers has
run a collaboration with Thomas Sprenger since 2004.
Some projects presented under Myvillages were later
incorporated, particularly when they ‘fit’ into its
agenda – such as Schiffers’s I like being a farmer
and would like to stay one. Others have been conducted
in parallel, as it is the case with Wapke Feenstra’s
on-going drilling project, which might become part of
Myvillages one day.9 Over the course of the decade,
Myvillages has initiated many projects, be it the
New Village Goods, Vorratskammer or Farmers’ Medley,
however, the borders between individual work, Myvillages
and other collaborations remain deliberately frayed.
Based on the engagement of each person involved, the
single activities accumulate to a collective adventure
in order to develop the joint project further beyond
the individual realm of each member. Via networks it
spreads, multiplies and develops its own life.
Started in 2007 as a collaborative initiative with
Public Works and Grizedale Arts the International
Village Shop project plays a particular role within
Myvillages. On the website it reads: ‘It is a shop,
which consists of many shops where goods from rural
communities are made and traded. Actually, is a temporary
and semi-permanent trading platform with different
groups involved.’10 Obviously, the International Village
Shop is largely built on experiences made with the
umbrella platform Myvillages and its activities: The
idea to run a collective network of single shops
across a network,11 uses the already tested network
structure. The locally made products available at
International Village Shop include also products from
previous projects, which travel between the different
shops and are often results from collective and crosscultural productions. Such products are, for instance,
Horsemilk Soap (Friesland/NL), Frogbutterspoons (Upper
Frankonia/Ger), Caravan Pots (Ballykinlar/Northern
Ireland), Ittinger Egg (Kartause Ittingen/CH) and Ohner
Linen (Ohne/Ger). They all have a certain strangeness
and oddity – either because their original function/
use has been forgotten, or, as it is the case with
the Ittinger Egg, its function is deliberately vague
and invites speculation. Strongly connected to local
narratives each product stimulates new ones in equal
measure.12
With
the
International Village Shop,
the founders re-activate and mediate local skills
and knowledge otherwise lost to a wider audience.
However, the emphasis is placed on narratives, which
trigger the imagination, for example, the story of
the frog, which survived falling in a cream pot by
paddling as long as he could, finally, to jump off
the resulting butter. These stories are mediated in
various ways,13 often taking into consideration the
oral origin and spread of the narratives, and how
they are embellished and sometimes stretched almost
to the point of undermining or serving more or less
clichéd image of the countryside. The settings chosen
for the presentations are deliberately different: At
Lawson Park, where Grizedale Arts is located, the
International Village Shop followed the principle of

2007: “De Beste Plek / The Best Place”, Province of Overijssel (NL)
Artist Residency, Grizedale Arts
2006: “Why we left the village and came back”, Shrewsbury Museum,
Shrewsbury / “Rural Artspace”, Shrewsbury Museum (Myvillages
conference)

an Honesty Box, meaning that buyers decide about the
value of the product and give money accordingly. The
honesty shops are usually without sales personnel and
solely reliant on the honesty of the customers. In
Höfen a market stall during the annual village fete was
chosen, connecting the project to other local public
events such as the church service or visits to the
local pub. In Friesland the products were presented on
a shelf in the waiting room of a veterinary practice,
and in San Francisco, a one-hour shop opened on a
table.14
Generally speaking, the International Village Shop
responds to changes in the economic fabric of society,
to the decreased demand for fairly priced rural
products and to an increasing demand for idyllic images
of rural living, which often feeds the PR-machines
of the food industry and the desire of its (urban)
customers. Against this background, the shop-project
does not aim to re-establish a glorified past, nor
does it deliver idyllic images, on the contrary, it
takes the cultural and economic realities of rural and
urban communities today into consideration. However,
the International Village Shop does not only play off
and through the self-created and attributed images of
the countryside, and the various economic models set
up on the respective spot – firstly and foremostly it
connects rural and urban, social, economic, cultural,
topographic and media-related spaces. They overlap,
merge, converge, push off or rub up against each other.
In this intrinsically differentiated, multiple space,
International Village Shop and Myvillages create shared
space, shaped by the activities of many individuals
and groups. Both projects draw attention to what forms
a community, of what it might be. In this regard,
it suggests indeed a ‘utopian approach of community
building’15 as described by the founders of Myvillages.
With this approach, they not only ask what kind of
community could we imagine, but also where could it be
located, what could its relations to other communities
and to the larger construct society be, and finally,
where could communities get a chance of forming
themselves. Most importantly, it drafts a community
that is itself heterogeneous, polyphonic, yet interrelated. Perhaps one way of reading International
Village Shop and Myvillages is to see their concrete
actions, their activities and projects, as a way
of allowing a utopia to momentarily loom into view
and of airing the possibility of community-oriented
attitudes and behaviour in an increasingly spatially
and socially dispersed society.
Barbara Steiner

1 I
n 2013 the name was changed into Myvillages and ‘org’ was dropped.
According to its founders most people omitted ‘org’ anyway when
taking about the project, but first and foremost, the project’s name
was modified because many considered Myvillages.org to be only an
internet-platform.
2 ‘
…and about us (a story)’, http://www.myvillages.org/index.
php?a=about, Accessed: 16.11.2013
3 C
ertainly, it should be mentioned here, that not everybody can easily
move (be it physically or virtually) and not everybody can establish
connections beyond the village-home. Particularly, older and poorer
people suffer from changes in the rural infrastructures, particularly
in remote areas, because they are lopped off from social (and
economic) participation.
4 T
his certainly does not only apply to rural areas. It correlates with
general social developments that effect life in urban, sub-urban and
rural areas.
5 H
owever, as Wapke Feenstra stated in one of her emails, the
individual interest in rural issues started much earlier: ‘For me it
was from the beginning (living in cities since 1979) a clear decision
not to turn my back on my background. When I was at art school I
worked on issues of inclusion and exclusion, also in a narrative way,
later it became more abstract. I have always had an interest in rural
living and farming. In short: My interest did not just pop up in
2002/2003.’ Email to Barbara Steiner, 16.11.2013
6

A
ntje Schiffers did another village-project in 1997 when she spent
one year in the Mexican village Chicahuaxtla.

7

T
he project description of Bibliobox, a traveling archive of
Myvillages, which contains information about art projects in the
rural context, that can be folded out and presented at various
sites, states: ‘…inhabitants of rural areas… are rarely considered a
potential audience for contemporary art.’ http://www.myvillages.org/
index.php?a=ongoing&sub=3 Accessed: 17.11.2013

8

A
 number of presentations took place in cities, be it in London,
Rotterdam and Berlin or elsewhere.

9

W
henever Feentra works on a village project – be it in Zvizzchi or
in Dyested, she uses the opportunity to continue with her drillings
into the ground. With both, ‘she explores the direct physical and
mental environment by tapping into local knowledge’ – as she writes
on her webpage about her interest. http://www.wapke.nl/wapke.php,
Accessed: 17.11.2013

10 h
ttp://www.internationalvillageshop.net/about/ Accessed: 17.11.2013
The first joint shop was done for Agrofashionista in 2007. The idea
came up after the residency of Feenstra and Böhm at Grizedale. The
concept of the International Village Shop was based on the agreement
that the founding partners would run shops, and that in principle
everyone else could do so as well. Today it is only Myvillages who
uses the name and keeps running it.
11 T
he International Village Shop consists of many different shops
across rural and urban settings. The individual shop can be
permanent or temporary. Various forms of trade, rules of conduct and
currencies are set up individually by each shopkeeper.
12 I
t is part of the shopkeepers’ roles to recount the stories
about the products. In addition, short film documentaries
about the background of the products are made to communicate
their particularities. The first films were produced as part of
agrifashionista.tv, a project curated by Grizedale Arts in coproduction with Myvillages and Public Works. The products filmed in
Höfen are part of Höfer Goods, an initiative by the artist Kathrin
Böhm together with the women from Höfen.
13 O
nce, a group of cultural studies’ students asked Antje Schiffers
if they could open an International Village Shop on the occasion of
a theatre festival. They recorded the stories related of the shop
products told by Schiffers and recounted them during the festival
by heart.
14 V
ersions of the shop were done at many other places, including:
Intermedia Madrid, TENT Rotterdam, Kartause Ittingen, Jerwood
Space London, Royal Academy of Art London (together with Public
Works), during Campo Adentro in Madrid, Tate Britain, Lawson Park
(together with Grizedale Arts). See the full list under: http://www.
internationalvillageshop.net/shops/v=all, Accessed: 17.11.2013
15 …
and about us (a story), http://www.myvillages.org/index.php?a=about

2005: “Trade”, Carrick-on-Shannon, Leitrim (IRE) / “Village
Convention”, Ditchling Museum (Myvillages conference together with
General Public Agency)

Myvillages ongoing Projects
“International Village Shop”, 2006 / “New Village Goods”, 2006 /
“Bibliobox”, 2005 / “I like being a farmer and I would like to stay
one”, 2000 / Haystacks, 2013

2003: “A stay in the country”, Sophienholm, Lyngby (DK)
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Visit to Colorado, with young
farmers from Friesland

Farmers & Ranchers, Friesland and Colorado
For a year Wapke is following the lives of young
farmers and ranchers, speaking with them about their
work. Some want to take over a farm or ranch, others
are still to decide, whilst others have different
dreams. Farmers & Ranchers reveals an agricultural
landscape and the daily lives of eighteen young
farmers from Friesland in the North of The
Netherlands and Future Farmers of America in Deer
Trail, Colorado, USA. The initiating art organisation
was M12 from Byers, Colorado. The project is based
on the importance of youth experience in agriculture
and investigates how, by sharing ‘local’ knowledge
these young farmers and ranchers can evolve farming
traditions for the 21st Century. These youngsters
are between fifteen and nineteen years old, their
lives in transition whilst their farming landscape
and natural resources change. For this project Wapke
worked on a documentary (with Kim Shively, Denver)
based on these farm visits. The youngsters were
asked to make photo-slideshows of their daily work
and load them up onto a special website. This art
project also includes farm visits oversees, as the
comparisons makes it possible to expose the clichés
about branding and milking of cows more detailed.
In 2014 the edited footage and interactive photo
website will be in a solo-show in the Fries Museum
in Leeuwarden, NL and feature at the The Big Feed
2014 in Byers.

International Village Shop (IVS)

Vechtewaren, Ohne, Northern Germany
We proudly present the first product made from the
linen of Ohne – a notebook with a beautiful linen
cover woven by Klara Nitsche. On display and sale
from 30 November at Timmer’s Pub in Ohne.
Linen used to be produced almost everywhere in
Europe yet there seems to be a collective memory
that the production of linen is hard and involves
a lot of work. The villagers of Ohne have an
impressive spirit of doing things together and the
committee fearlessly went for an extra large field
for the flax, in the middle of the village.
The Queen Mother of Ekumfi Ekrawfo
overseas the group brainstorm

Ekumfi Ekrawfo, Central Region of Ghana
The people of the village Ekumfi Ekrafwo and their
Queen Mother Everlove agreed to our suggestion to
produce bamboo bowls for eating fufu, a Ghanaean
staple food. Bamboo is a common but rarely used
local resource. Everybody sees the big advantage of
bamboo compared to pottery – the bowls won’t break
when they are dropped.
Making a bamboo bowl has a long east Asian tradition
but they are not easy to make. Currently a local
craftsman – experienced with bamboo though not with
bowls – is in residency in Ekumfi Ekrafwo and trying
to teach himself and the villagers how to produce
them. Meanwhile in Berlin, we are experimenting with
different varnishes for the finish of the bowls.
Ekumfi Ekrafwo voted unanimously for a dark brown
or black finish because this is the colour that
the common pottery has; seeing a dark bowl whets
people’s appetite for fufu.
The Ekumfi Ekrafwo Fufu Bowl and the Accra
International Village Shop are made possible by the
curator Susanne Altmann and the Goethe Institut
Accra, who patiently accompany the extended process.
The shop will open in 2014.

The sowing was framed by a party and then, when
over a hundred had to help with the harvest, the
party was even bigger. The hardest part of the work
started after the party.The straw had to stay on
the field for some weeks in order to start producing
the fibres. The summer was wet, the straw had to be
turned again and again, then bundled and carried
off. On the final day only the most committed stayed
instead of joining the local fire brigade’s popular
annual party.
Then a tour d’Europe started for the straw –
travelling to The Netherlands, Belgium, Hungary and
to Schleswig-Holstein where it turned it into yarn.
The textile designers of the Niederrhein University
of Applied Sciences dedicated a semester do the
development of product ideas.

Vechtewaren: Nordhorn
When we celebrated the ‘Pantry’ project in Berlin
in 2011, Haiko Pieplow, a soil specialist from
the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conversation and Nuclear Safety, held a passionate
speech on Terra Petra, a dark and very fertile soil
found in the Amazon Basin and on how to produce it
today.
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Höfer Waren, Upper Frankonia
New goods and products from Höfen are expected from
the next Eco Nomadic School workshop in Spring
2014. Clay has been an issue for many years (yes,
we know, for thousands of years!) since the first
international workshop in the village in 2010, when
we looked at all sorts of aspects about the local
clay found just outside of the village. Back then,
Michael Back, a ceramic engineer, and Gabriele Götz,
a construction biologist who runs a local building
supplier from her familiy’s brick factory, joined
the new village goods enterprise. The clay we dug
in 2010 – after being exposed to many, merry ideas
for what to do with it – is now available in the
International Village Shop, safely canned and loaded
with art references (brown stuff in tins, anyone?).
The plan is now to get a dedicated group together
to work on clay based eco-construction materials/
products, to extend Gabriele Götz’s existing product
range and to spread the word about clay and its
absorbing qualities even further.

Tel. 09634/1324

The ‘how-to-translate-International-Village-Shop’
problem caught up with us in Colombes (Paris).
Translations into French included ‘boutique locale’,
‘epicerie rural’, ‘boutique de village’… We used
‘boutiquie locale’ and opened a one-day-shop at the
urban agriculture site Agrocité, which is part of
aaa’s larger R-Urban project. Kathrin has been doing
some research into how to establish and communicate
a local economy that includes all sorts of everyday
transactions, and the possibilities of setting up
a shop to make the space for trade visible and
visitable. More new product developments and shop
locations to follow in Spring 2014 – linked to the
Eco Nomadic School (see further down).

Shops to come

Miniature caravan “cozy
aggressiveness” style

Ballykinlar, Northern Ireland
In 2011 women from the ‘Forever Young’ group and
Kathrin (formerly of Public Works) with Andreas
Lang (of Public Works) came up with the idea for
the ‘Caravan Pot’, a commemoration of the groups’
decision to bypass waiting for politicians to
agree and sign off their proposal for a community
space, by simply placing a caravan in the middle
of the village. Replicating the caravan’s ‘cosy
aggressiveness’ (a quote from Christoph Schäfer)
the pot has become a bestseller in our shop in
Warth, Switzerland. One wonders what exactly gets
recognised across cultural differences?
Peter Mutschler from PS2 in Belfast who has been
involved with many projects in Ballykinlar,
has secured funding for a second product, in
collaboration with service personnel from the
dominant but fenced-off RAF camp.

Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporanea,
Seville, Spain
As part of Antje’s upcoming solo show in the
Andalusian Museum of Contemporay Art, she cooperates
with the Farmers’ Union of Andalusia, a dentist, art
collector and landowner from Extremadura, and with
La Cartuja de Sevilla, a porcelain factory, famous
for its astonishing handmade china.

Last preparations for the opening
of the Made in Zwizzchi shop

Made in Zvizzchi, Russia

Antje setting up a ashop
in Chile

Klara Nitsche’s proposal convinced the Ohne Flax
Committee. One big question remains: How can we sell
this ‘pure gold’ for money?

Together with staff of the construction and
maintenance facilities of the city of Nordhorn,
we’ll work on its production and later distribute
it through the International Village Shop.

Order the Bibliobox to where you are.
www.bibliobox.org

Clay applications with women
from Höfen

In June 2013 we opened a permanent branch of the
International Village Shop at Kunstmuseum Thurgau
in Switzerland.The shop is selling the brand new
‘Ittinger Ei’, a product developed by employees
at the Charterhouse Ittingen where the museum is
based. The shop is an official part of the museum’s
collection and currently part of their Conceptual
Art group exhibition.

Good News From Nowhere, a well stocked shop for the
three week long exhibition and public programme at
the Architecture Foundation in London. A convenient
location for our London IVS fans and last minute
Xmas shoppers. Don’t miss the Sale on Friday 20
December!
3–20 December 2013, Wednesday–Saturday 12.00–6.00 pm
The Architecture Foundation, 136–148 Tooley St,
London SE1 2TU

Accra International Village Shop – opens when the
Fufu Bowl is ready – on the Open Stock Market, 30
Kakramadu Road, every first Saturday of the month.
Permanent Vechtewaren Shop at Timmer’s Pub in Ohne,
open daily except Tuesdays, phone ++ 49(0)59232454

International Village Shop at Trade Show, Eastside
Projects
The biggest product range in one place so far – open
7 December 2013 until 22 February 2014, Wednesday –
Saturday 12.00 – 5.00 pm. At Eastside Projects, 86
Heath Mill Lane, Digbeth, Birmingham.
www.internationalvillageshop.net

In 2013, The Netherlands and Russia celebrate
their special bilateral relation (NLRF2013) – 400
years of friendship. Clearly Wapke had to go to a
Russian village. She landed in Zvizzchi, and liking
to research where she is, in April a communal
geological walk was organised with an expert from
Moscow. With the knowledge and information gained
from that research, a film animation was made,
telling the story of the six hundred million years
it took to build this landscape.
Fifteen years ago Zvizzchi suddenly had to shift its
economy from agricultural production to cultural and
leisure services. From the mid-nineties there has
no longer been a collective farm, and the villagers
now earn extra money from their private dachas, or
give guided tours in the nearby Nikola Lenivets Park
as well as taking part in the productions of the
Russian artist Nikolay Polissky.
These differing aspects of local cultural production
shape Made in Zvizzchi. Both the produce and
the surrounding landscape are the subject of a
photography exhibitions and a new set of postcards.
Having researched the local geological history, a
school garden has been set up and, at the end of
July the Made in Zvizzchi Shop opened. Craft and
local goods such as textiles, brushes and brooms,
honey and conserves are presented in a special
cabinet at the local shop. But the Made in Zvizzchi
Shop not only displays goods, it also works offers
a database and network of producers, contactable by
mobile phones who can deliver directly from their
own village gardens and kitchens.
In 2014 we will work on a new product for the shop.
Antje will go to Zvizzchi to set that up, and dig up
and practise her Russian while eating borscht made
by Natalya of Café Kartoschkino.

Vorratskammer (Pantry),
hydroponic lettuce harvest
in front of the House of
World Cultures

The Pantry on tour
The documentary we made about the Vorratskammer
(Pantry), our year long food gathering project in
Berlin in 2011, talks about the local but likes
to travel!
18 September–22 October 2013, Gallery Fjaltring,
Fjaltring, Denmark
18 September–21 December 2013, Motorenhalle,
Dresden, Germany
26 September 2013, during Haystack 05 at The
Southbank Centre, London, UK
13 October 2013, Architecture Film Festival
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
29 November 2013–2 February 2014, as part of Let’s
Eat Together, Kunstverein Wolfsburg, Germany

Antje painting in Andrieseni,
Romania

I like being a farmer
The twenty-eighth film on farming made by farmers
for Antje and Thomas’s archive comes from Orth,
Lower Austria, a small town in a fertile area north
of the Danube river, traditionally dedicated to
vegetable production. Very impressive takes of the
spinach harvester!
Number 29, still being edited, is made by Juan
García and his daughter Ana from Cuevas del Becerro,
Andalusia, and deals with beekeeping, the Farmers’
Union and local solidarity.
Number 30 shows the property of a landowner in
Extremadura, and gives a portrait of the family of
Laureano Rosario, who has been working on the finca
all his life. He managed to buy ninety hectars of
his own, which now give work and a living to two
of his sons. End of September: Plein air painting
at 37°C, larders full of jamon ibérico de bellota
from the four pigs slaughtered every winter, and the
smell of fermenting grapes at siesta time.
While we travel trading with farmers for the project,
the archive can be seen at the Museum Orth in Lower
Austria, on the invitation of Hilde Fuchs, and it
was a huge success as part of The Long Night of
Farmers’ Films in the village of Grube, eastern
Germany, hosted by Elke Neumann and her sisters, with
a passionate audience of former state farm workers.
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International cabbage
preserving workshop at the
Peasant Museum in Frensdorf
Reconstruction of a
traditional Odaia near Brezoi

Eco Nomadic School
Myvillages are a proud partner in the second round
of the Eco Nomadic School, together with aaa in
Paris, the Peasant Museum in Frensdorf and FCDL
in Brezoi, Rumania. The first round of workshops
and seminars (2011-13) took place in Colombes (F),
Todmordem (UK), Brezoi (Ru) and Southern Germany,
with those involved in various local projects
travelling to see, exchange and surprise each other
with skills brought from home. The second round
(2013-15), involves almost the same partners,
has set itself the goal to collaborate more in
the making of things, with new collective product
development workshops happening across the network.
Eco Nomadic School developed out of the collaborative
research project Rhyzom on local cultural production
and trans-local dissemination.
www.rhyzom.net/nomadicschool
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